
Classical V-Belt 
Narrow V-Belt 
Cogged Raw Edge V-Belt 

<30m/s 
<40m/s 
<50m/s 

s. Determine the size of the Bigger Pulley
The bigger Pulley is selected from the closest standard size Pulley after multiplying  the smaller pulley with
Speed Ratio.

6. Calculate the Belt Length Ld in mm (Pitch Length)

Where 
C = Desired centre Distance in mm 

Pitch diameter of bigger  
Pitch Diameter of smaller Pulley dd 

After calculation, chose the nearest standard belt leng h as the selected Belt length size. 

Determine the Service Factor C1
By reading the Service Factor C1 Table of the application concern. Choose drive conditions nearest to that of the
driving  driven unit based on the actual number of  of operation  per day.

Determine the V-Belt Cross Section to be used
By referring  the Cross Section Selection Chart based on the Design Power (Pd) and rpm of the smaller pulley. Design
Power Pd = PX C1 (Kw) Where P = Power required by driven machine.
In borderline case, the smaller belt section should be selected to give best result, both economically and
operationally.
As a principle rule, narrow V-Belt drives should be chosen for New Installations, as they save space and reduce cost.
For higher speed drives and smaller pulley drives, Cogged raw edge belt are recommended they would generally
give optimum performance. However cogged raw belting i s not recommended  for high moisture environment.
Maximum  linear belt speed should be taken into considerations:

Determine the Speed Ratio
By dividing  Bigger Pulley with the smaller Pulley or by dividing Higher (Drive driven) speed with the
(Drive or driven) Lower speed.

Select the smaller Pulley
Selection the smaller Pulley is done from the relevant Power-rating table depending on the Belt type and Cross
Section selected from the step 2. Number of grooves is determine at this point with  Kw rating per belt is
computed by dividing  Pd (Power) by the number  gr
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= 
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